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TheCdunterpai-fMaIialia Imtia:tive Ptograrii(MIP) , 
First QJiarterly Report: October -December 1999 

I. Executive Summary 

The Counterpart MahalIa Initiative Program (MIP) is an innovative program that represents the first 
international donor-funded program that capitalizes on recent passage oflegislation that decentralizes 
authority for a wide range of decisions to the mahalla committee level. It is also a significant 
departure from previous programs undertaken by Counterpart in Uzbekistan and will dramatically 
enhance the ability ofNGOs and the network of Counterpart Consortium NGO Support Centers to 
achieve sustainability through stronger ties to constituencies in the communities where they work. It 
also promises to provide the mahalla committee structure with the pllrticipatory approach necessary to 
make it more responsive to the needs of its own constituency. This program, and work with mahalla 
committees in general, is clearly seen by a range of international donors in Uzbekistan as a potential 
model for widespread replication. For all of these reasons, thorough and careful adaptation of existini 
Counterpart systems and mechanisms is necessary to ensure that the projected impacts are achieved 
and that lessons learned are documented at all stages of the process. 

During the first quarter of the MIP, the main direction of activities fell into the following general 
categories, which are outlined in more detail in the body of this report: 
• All of the structures, procedures and mechanisms needed for the program were refined and 

finalized in a participatory process involving all program stakeholders, including: 
a. a six month workplan, 
b. criteria for selection ofNGOs and mahalla committees, 
c. grant-making mechanisms and associated processes and documentation, 
d. monitoring and evaluation systems, 
e. baseline data collection tool for impact assessment, 
f. database for NGOs and mahalla committees in the regions, and 
g. an organizational chart of the MIP and job descriptions for all staff and implementing 

partners. 
• Program information outlining the goals and objectives of the program was translated into local 

language and made widely available to all involved staff and is being prepared for wider 
distribution to the international donor community as a preliminary introduction of this innovative 
program. 

• The implementing team in Tashkent and in the NGO Support Centers was selected from within 
existing program staff and from outside expert resources. They were introduced to the program, 
the new skills they will be developing and bought in to all elements of the program through input 
into all of the initiru decisions made at the implementation level. 

• Systems, infrastructure and channels of communication were established to ensure that existing 
resources available through the Counterpart Consortium NGO Support Initiative are leveraged for 
the MIP and that adequate coordination between the two programs is incorporated at all levels. 

In addition to bringing together an experienced team of local and expatriate staff, Counterpart also 
included initial technical assistance from a short term US expert consultant, Jane Yudelman. In an 
initial and follow-up visit to Uzbekistan, Ms. Yudelman worked to assist in the design of the overall 
program framework and a number of participatory tools that will be used throughout the life of the 
project. Yudelman has significant expertise in participatory program design and implementation and 
is also familiar with Counterparts general program approach and on-going programs in Central Asia. 
She has made significant contributions to Counterpart programs in Tajikistan and Georgia and was 
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able to ensure that documented lessons learned were incorporated into the MIP from the beginning. 
Her final report is included as Attachment 7. 

This report includes activities funded with initial USAID funds provided in the context of the 
Counterpart Consortium NGO Support Initiative for Central Asia that were used to conduct initial 
activities to develop a strategy for working with mahalla committees, as well as MIP funding. The 
financial reporting for these two funding sources will remain separate, but combining the 
programmatic reports allows Counterpart to document more thoroughly the lessons learned from this 
program and to provide USAID with a more comprehensive report on progress to date. 

II. Program Goals and Objectives 

The goal of the l\flp is: 
To promote and provide opportunities for grassroots citizen empowerment by strengthening 
and establishing linkages between NGOs and mahalla committees and catalyze development 
of social partnership among these stakeholders. 

The objectives are: 
• To increase the constituency for NGOs as acknowledged representatives of public opinion and 

effective partners with local communities in addressing self-defined community needs. 
• To foster the transformation of mahalla committees and other local administrative structures into 

effective two-way conduits for dialogue between citizens and government. 
• To establish sustainable collaborative linkages between NGOs and mahalla committees in the 

framework of social partnership. 

III. Impacts 

Because the program has just begun, there are no documented impacts to report. The attached draft 
Evaluation Framework outlines the type of impacts to be measured, when they can be expected and 
how they will be documented. When this framework is approved by USAlD, hopefully in the next 
quarter, impacts will be collected, documented and reported accordingly. 

IV. Activity Highlights 

A. Program Design Refinements 

From September through December, Counterpart has conducted a series of site visits to targeted 
regions and workshops for the staff to be involved in the MIP. During these visits, a range ofmahalla 
committee leaders, potential implementing partner NGOs and other community stakeholders have also 
been involved. The cumulative results and accomplishments of these activities are reported by the 
resulting mechanisms, systems and tools, rather than chronologically. To summarize, 
• September-October 1999 - A team including Jane Yudelman visited all three target regions 

(Fergana Valley, Nukus and Bukhara) to introduce the program for the first time and to conduct a 
preliminary needs assessment on which to base development of a range of activities and 
mechanisms. This activity was a pre-cursor to the MIP program and was funded under the 
Consortium cooperative agreement. 

• October 1999 - a two day workshop for all NGO Support Center and Tashkent staff was held in 
Tashkent to develop a draft six month work plan and begin developing a range of other 
implementation tools and systems. 
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• December 1999 - A team from Counterpart again visited Nukus and the Fergana Valley, including 
both Kokand and Fergana City to continue working with Support Center staff and focusing on 
meeting with a range of city, regional and mahalla officials to ensure their understanding of and 
support for the program. 

• December 1999 - A second two-day workshop for all NGO Support Center and Tashkent staff 
was held in Tashkent to finalize the workplan and continue to develop a range of procedures and 
mechanisms. 

Based on the information, assessments and preliminary plans developed during the above outlined 
series of field visits and training workshops, Sean Roberts, USAID/CAR Democracy Specialist, Jay 
Cooper, Country Director and Jane Yudelman met to address USAID concerns, incorporate the 
findings of field research into the overall design of the program and make sure that Counterpart and 
USAID agreed on initial implementation strategy. A number of revisions were agreed upon, 
including: -
• Increased concentration ofMIP resources in the Fergana Valley during the initial stages of the 

program. This would include broadening targeted geographic areas beyond Kokand to include a ~ 
larger percentage of Fergana Oblast, including Fergana City and the surrounding rural areas. 

• Activities in Samarkand will be phased in later on, in order to allow greater initial concentration in 
Fergana Valley and recognizing the current lack of a Counterpart Consortium NGO Support 
Center in Samarkand. The establishment of a Support Center in the next 6 months will enhance 
the effectiveness of expanding the MIP into Samarkand. 

• Preliminary discussions about the possibility of US AID approval of a No-Cost Extension that 
would make the MIP a two-year program. This better reflects the need to incorporate full 
grassroots participation in all levels of the program, which is critical to its success and is time 
consuming. This will also leverage existing program funding over a longer period of time, which 
is consistent with recent funding realities. 

• Based on lessons learned in the Abt. Associates pilot project working with mahalla level health 
clinics, the approach of inter-mahalla committees has not proven successful. So, the initial plan to 
replicate this approach has been changed. 

B. Establishment and Initial Development of the MIP Team 

The MIP team includes a mix of expatriate and local staff in Tashkent and in the NGO Support 
Centers in Nukus and Kokand, as well as in the Bukhara Information Consulting Center (BICC), an 
NGO implementing partner serving as a member of the Counterpart network ofNGO Support Centers. 
The team includes: 

Tashkent 
• Murali Mohan was hired as MIP Program Director and arrived in Uzbekistan in December. He 

contributes significant experience in PRA, NGO capacity building, community development, 
program planning and the incorporation of participatory methodology into all elements of the 
development process. 

• Greg Stephenson, who recently completed a Peace Corp volunteer assignment in rural Fergana 
Valley, has joined the team as MIP Field Coordinator. His local knowledge and Uzbek language 
skills will be valuable resource for this program. 

• Akmal Roustamov serves as an important link between the MIP and Consortium programs. As 
the NGO Support Center Manager, he coordinates all of the tasks and staff developments targeting 
the Support Centers. His local perspective and language skills are a valuable addition to both 
programs. 
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• As Deputy Director of Counterpart Consortium in Uzbekistan, Lola Abdusalyamova is involved in 
ensuring macro-level integration of the MIP into overall Consortium operations. As Counterpart's 
most experienced NGO Capacity Building expert and PCA trainer, she also makes a valuable 
contribution to continuing to develop Counterpart's training capacity in PCA. 

NGO Support Center 
• At the Counterpart NGO Support Centers in Kokand and Nukus, one experienced field 

coordinator has been identified to serve as Mahalla Coordinator to be responsible for all the 
activities related to the MIP. Program Assistants are being recruited for Kokand and Nukus 
centers to provide programmatic and administrative support to our field coordinators and technical 
support to partner NGOs and mahalla committees. All Support Center staff have been involved 
in initial set-up of the program to ensure integration with Consortium programs and to strengthen 
overall capacity of the Centers. 

• The Bukhara Information and Culture Center - has designated a MIP Coordinator who will be 
responsible for all MIP-related activities and communication with Counterpart. 

c Preparation o/Six Month Work Plan (Attachment 1) 

Highlights of the work plan that reflect new information gathered during field visits and training 
workshops include the following: 
• A series of Training of Trainers (TOT) and practice PRA exercises in Kokand, Nukus and 

Bukhara to develop core skills in participatory methodology among staff and partner NGO 
representatives. These exercises will also allow Murali Mohan to build additional capacity from a 
solid foundation of experience already developed in Uzbekistan. 

• Rather than begin immediately with widespread small project grants, Counterpart will include an 
initial round of pilot grants to selected NGOs that are already working with mahalla committees 
throughout the country. Some of these will focus on larger on-going programs that are already 
serving as visible examples of the potential success ofNGO-mahalla collaboration. In addition, 
approximately six (two in each target region) smaller projects will also be funded. The trial 
projects will create a learning base for Counterpart, NGOs and mahalla Committees and based on 
the findings Counterpart will be able to refine the approach or support being extended and 
delivered through the MIP. (For a more detailed description of the grant making process, please 
refer to section E of this report.) 

• To facilitate this learning process, a workshop is planned for all participating NGOs and mahalla 
committees at the completion of these trial projects to discuss successes and problems 
encountered. Such workshops will be a regular MIP and will also be valuable as a means to 
document lessons learned and promote the results through linkages to Counterpart's existing 
expertise in helping NGOs work more effectively with the media. 

D. Selection Criteria/or Mahalla Committees and NGOs(Attachment 2) 

The selection criteria for both mahalla committees and NGOs are clustered around six broad themes 
listed in order of priority. These are: 

a) organizational status; 
b) experience; 
c) leadership; 
d) participation; 
e) resources; and 
f) training. 
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The specific criteria within each of these six themes are also listed in order of priority. There is 
general acknowledgement that there will not be a wide range of mahalla committees and NGOs that 
are able to meet all criteria and that those exhibiting some potential to develop enhanced capacity 
should also be targeted in the initial phases of the MIP. Therefore, the criteria are intended as 
guidelines that may be amended as Counterpart and NGOs become more familiar with mahalla 
committees. 

The set of criteria outlined in the organizational status category is the most important. MahalIa 
committees must have at least one functioning commission targeting women, youth or the disabled, 
since these commissions target constituencies that are most often excluded from the decision-making 
process. NGOs must either be registered with the Ministry of Justice at the city, oblast or national 
level or be able to provide documentation indicating that it is in the process of registering. 

E. The Grant-making Mechanism (Attachment 3) 

Grants will be considered for all types of activities that promote the objectives of the MIP. However, 
projects that address the following will be given priority: 

• Job skills development and/or income generation; 
• social services for disadvantaged groups; 
• gender considerations; 
• health; and 
• basic community infrastructure. 

These priority areas may still be amended pending the results of PC A and Pocket Chart exercises. The 
size of grant will be awarded according to the level of experience the NGO and/or mahalla Committee 
has in planning and implementing community activities. For those with a proven track record in 
successful grant management, grants up to $ 5,000 will be awarded. For those with no previous 
experience, awards will not exceed $ 1,000. These small grants, while giving new NGOs an 
opportunity to gain valuable experience, will also help Counterpart assess the sincerity and potential of 
these new organizations, and to identify their training needs. 

Following are additional enhancements or revisions that tailor Counterpart's existing grant review 
system for the participatory approaches that are fundamental to the MIP. 
• A Project Selection Committee, consisting of two Support Center staff and three local outside 

expert will review and recommend funding action on proposals received. The three local outside 
experts will possess sectoral expertise, familiarity with the specific problems facing the region and 
with the NGOs and mahalla committees involved in the project. These recommendations will be 
taken to Tashkent-based Project Approval Committee for final funding decisions. This committee 
will be comprised of the Counterpart Consortium Country Director and Deputy Country Director, 
and Grant Manager, as well as the MahalIa Program Director and Program Coordinator. 

• In addition to the standard Counterpart requirement of a 25% cost share from all NGO grantees, 
participating mahalla committees will be required to mobilize community contributions of a 
minimum of 10% of the project budget. These contributions may be in cash or in kind, but it is 
anticipated that the majority of them will be in-kind (labor, facilities, materials or equipment. 
While less than the 25% required ofNGOs, this will generate a very substantial commitment of 
resources available in mahallas. 

• No more than 10% of the total grant amount will be eligible to cover NGO operational costs, 
including salaries, staff travel, office equipment and office expenses (i.e. rent, utilities). This is a 
significant difference from Counterpart Consortium grants. 

F. Monitoring System (Attachment 4) 
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A draft monitoring frame work, which identifies the key areas that need to be monitored throughout 
the MIP was developed in a participatory process that helps to insure participation at all levels. It 
divides monitoring into three levels: project (funded through grants), NGO Support Center and overall 
program. It includes clear responsibility for monitoring at each of the three levels and linkages 
between the three levels and with the evaluation framework, described bellow. 

This framework will be reviewed, discussed and finalized with all the MIP staff during the January 
Support Center training workshop. Appropriate tools and the process for collecting the required 
information will be developed. The information gathering, recording and reporting system currently 
used by Counterpart will be reviewed. Wherever possible this will be adapted to fit the needs of the 
MIP and wherever necessary new tools and systems will be developed. 

G. Evaluation Framework (AUachment 5) 

A draft evaluation framework has been developed, which presents the general and specific indicators 
for each of the three objectives listed in the MIP proposal. During the January Support Center training 
workshop, this framework will be reviewed and finalized to determine the methods of collecting and 
recording the data and the team members who should be involved in the process. Various appropriate 
tools will be developed to collect information for the evaluation. 

H. Baseline Data for Impact Assessment (AUachment 6) 

In order to measure the impact of the MIP, adequate baseline data will need to be collected before an 
NGO-mahalla Committee project is funded. A variety of different methods - such as group 
discussions, questionnaires, observation and specific participatory tools will be used to gather both the 

___ base1ine..data and post-program data. A.questionnaire that includes a draft list of the data needed to 
establish thorough baseline data has been developed based on the draft monitoring and evaluation 
frameworks. 

When it has been fmalized, along with the Monitoring and Evaluation frameworks, a system for data 
collection will be developed. It is anticipated that a database will be developed to track and record the 
valuable information gathered through the MIP. Counterpart will explorer ways that this information 
can be shared with other international organizations so that USAID's leadership in working with 
mahalla committees can make a contribution to donor coordination and help avoid duplication of 
effort. 

V. Cooperation, Collaboration and Leveraging 

The MIP team in Tashkent has held preliminary meetings with Mercy Corps International, that will be 
implementing a cross-border Fergana Valley PRA research project to gather information and establish 
a base-line for some future, as yet undefined programming. In addition to sharing resource materials, 
methods for sharing the information collected to avoid duplication of effort are being discussed, 
including involving Counterpart Consortium staff in Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. 

The Eurasia Foundation has awarded grants to support mahalla committee activities in the past and 
preliminary meetings have been held to learn from that experience and plan future coordination with 
the Eurasia Foundation. 
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In a series of international donor meetings sponsored by the United Nations, Counterpart announced 
the MIP program, learned of other donors planning to begin targeting mahalla committees and has 
begun to plan ways to take a lead in coordinating among those initiatives. 

VI. Management Issues 

There were no significant management issues to report this quarter, beyond the establishment and 
refinement of systems described in detail in previous sections of the report. 

VII. Lessons Learned 

Counterpart met with Rustam Babajanov, Deputy Chairman of the National Mahalla Foundation, a 
NGO established by the government to strengthen the mahalla committees and coordinate their 
activities. While it is clearly important to maintain good relations with the national mahalla structure, 
it is also important to remain focused on the grassroots mahalla cOrllmittees to ensure broad citizen 
participation, which is the goal of the MIP. 
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Attachment 2 - Selection Criteria 

Monitoring Framework for the MahalIa Initiative Program (Draft Only) 

Project Level (Who: NGO Support Centres, MIP Coordinator, Grants Manager) 

1. Number of Projects categorised by: 
• Main beneficiary group 
• Partner NGO and number of projects with the MahalIa Initiative Program 
• New NGO and number of projects with the MahalIa Initiative Program 

2. Size of Grants categorised by type of project 

3. Project Impact 
• Success stories 
• NGO narrative reports (which should include sections on: activities completed; impact; process; 

problems encountered; recommendations vis-a-vis NGO-Mahalla Committee working relationships 
and participation 

4. Project Management categorised by: 
• Needs more training vs. Does not need more training 

5. Financial Management 
• Bookkeeping-effective vs. not effective 
• Use of resources -effective vs. not effective 
• Ability to maintain planned budget. (If changes are made, in what way did it change the percentage of 

budget used to directly benefit the target group?) 

NGO Support Centre Level (Who: MIP Coordinator and NGO Support Centre 
:Manager) 

1. Types of Support Provided by Each Centre as categorised by 
• Information and Services (computer, email, bulletins, pamphlets, informational meetings etc.) 
• Programmatic Support to NGOs or MahalIa Committees (number of training sessions, number of 

consultations, number of round table discussions etc.) 

Program Level (Who: Program Director Deputy Director and Financial Officer) 

1. Progress at project and NGO Support Centre levels (compiled [mdings) 
2. Progress according to evaluation indicators 
3. Progress according to work plans and expected results 
4. Financial activities 
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Attachment 3 - Grant Process 

MAHALLA INITIATIVE PROGRAM GRANTS 

The Grant Review Process 

1. Each NGO Support Centre will have its own Project Selection Committee. Each committee 
will consist of two members I from the NGO Support Centre plus three outside resource 
people. The outside resource people will be determined by the NGO Support Centres 
themselves and may include representatives from donor agencies, international NGOs, other 
key resource people etc. This committee will include, at a minimum, two women. 

2. NGO Support Centre project selection meetings will be held every two months2 and should 
be timed so the Tashkent MahalIa Initiative Program Coordinator can attend to help facilitate 
the process3

. The MahalIa Initiative ProgramCoordinator, however, will not have the right to 
vote at this level. 

3. Each Project Selection Committee will review proposals according to the agreed upon 
guidelines and will send their recommendations to the Tashkent office by a mutually agreed 
upon date. 

4. Final funding decisions will be made by the Tashkent-based Project Approval Committee, 
which will consist of the Program Director, the Grant Manager, the MahalIa Initiative 
Program Coordinator, and the Deputy Director. 

5. This committee will also meet every two months-within one week of receiving the 
recommendations from all the Project Review Committees. 

6. One representative from each NGO Support Centre will attend the Tashkent meeting to 
present projects and provide any necessary clarifications (but not vote). 

7. Funds will dispersed to the approved NGOs within two weeks of funding approval. 

Grant Types and Project Requirements 
Size and Types of Grants 

1. Grant awards will usually fall within the $1,000-$5,000 range. 

2. For NGOs that have had little past project experience (with Counterpart or other donors), 
grants will usually not exceed $1,000. This initial grant will be viewed as a learning grant. To 
this end the grant will allow a) the NGO to gain valuable experience in project work; b) 
Counterpart to identify areas in which the NGO might need training and technical support; 

1 For Kokand and Nukus these should be the coordinators for the MahalIa Initiative and the NGO Support programs. 
Since Bukhara is an independent organisation with its own style of functioning, more staff might be included in this 
committee. 
2 In the case of time or season sensitive grants, Counterpart may convene additional ad hoc review and approval 
meetings. 
3 For example, Bukhara may hold its meeting in Week 1, Kokand in Week 2, and Nukus in Week 3. 
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Attachment 3 - Grant Process 

and c) Counterpart to assess the extent to which the NGO might be considered for future 
funding should it submit additional proposals. 

In situations where the an NGO has had little past experience, but the MahalIa Committee 
with which it will be working is strong (e.g. has experience working on solving the problems 
of the deprived, exhibits good financial management), proposals for up to $5,000 will be 
considered. 

3. NGOs that are already known to Counterpart or other donors may apply for grants up to 
$5,000. Grants exceeding $5,000 will not be encouraged, but in special cases Counterpart 
may consider grants exceeding this ceiling. 

4. Counterpart will consider all proposals that meet the requirt;?ments listed below. However, 
preference will be given to those that address the following areas: a) income-generation or 
job skills development; b) social services for disadvantaged groups; c) gender considerations; 
d) basic community infrastructure; and e) health. These priority areas are subject to change") . 
pending the results ofthe needs assessment to be conducted early in 2000. 

Proposal Requirements 

1. The project objectives and design should be well-thought out, appropriate for the problem 
being addressed and realistic. 

2. The project should be appropriate to the NGO's overall organisational activities and skills. 

3. At a minimum, problem identification and analysis must be conducted jointly with the 
MahalIa Committee and NGO. 

4. The roles and responsibilities of the NGO and the MahalIa Committee should be clearly 
defined and be weighted towards participation of the MahalIa Committee in all major 
activities (e.g. planning, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation). 

5. The project should benefit the most deprived within the community. 

6. The MahalIa Committee must contribute a minimum of 10% of the budget cost in cash or in
kind. A clear description of how this will be achieved should be provided. 

7. Operational costs for the NGOs will be agreed upon with Counterpart according to the nature 
and duration of the proposed project, but should not exceed 10% ofthe grant. 

8. The budget for the project should be detailed, complete, well-thought out and realistic. 

9. The project must include a realistic plan for monitoring and for measuring impact. 

10. Project activities should be planned to be completed within a maximum of6 months of 
project start-up. 
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Attachment 4 - Monitoring Framework 

Monitoring Framework for the MahalIa Initiative Program (Draft Only) 

Project Level (Who: NGO Support Centres, MIP Coordinator, Grants Manager) 

1. Number of Projects categorized by: 
• Main beneficiary group 
• Partner NGO and number of projects with the Mahalla Initiative Program 
• New NGO and number ofprojects with the Mahalla Initiative Program 

2. Size of Grants categorised by type of project 

3. Project Impact 
• Success stories 
• NGO narrative reports (which should include sections on: activities completed; impact; process; problems 

encountered; recommendations vis-a-vis NGO-Mahalla Committee working relationships and participation 

4. Project Management categorised by: 
• Needs more training vs. Does not need more training 

5. Financial Management 
• Bookkeeping-effective vs. not effective 
• Use of resources -effective vs. not effective 
• Ability to maintain planned budget. (If changes are made, in what way did it change the percentage of budget 

used to directly benefit the target group?) 

NGO Support Centre Level (Who: MIP Coordinator and NGO Support Centre Manager) 

1. Types of Support Provided by Each Centre as categorised by 
• Information and Services (computer, email, bulletins, pamphlets, informational meetings etc.) 
• Programmatic Support to NGOs or Mahalla Committees (number of training sessions, number of consultations, 

number of round table discussions etc.) 

Program Level (Who: Program Director Deputy Director and Financial Officer) 

1. Progress at project and NGO Support Centre levels (compiled [mdings) 
2. Progress according to evaluation indicators 
3. Progress according to work plans and expected results 
4. Financial activities 
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------------_ .. ----Attachment 5 - Evaluation Framework 

-~ 

Draft Only-Evaluation Matrix for the MahalIa Initiative Program2 

Objective General Indicator Specific Indicator Possible When Who 
Methods l 

1. To increase the The extent to which Increase in number of - Discussions - Baseline: Prior 
constituencr for NGOs mahalla inhabitants and activities undertaken - Questionnaires to providing the 
as acknowledged MahalIa Committees jointly by NGOs and first grant 
representatives of public become involved in NGO MahalIa Committees - Impact: At end3 

opinion and effective activities ofMIP 
partners with local 
communities in 
addressing self-defined Increase in diversity of - Discussions - Baseline: Prior 
community needs beneficiary groups (youth, - Questionnaires to providing the 

women, the community as first grant . 
a whole etc.) participating I - Impact: At end 
in activities undertaken ofMIP 
jointly by NGOs and 
Mahalla Committees 

Number of additional - Discussions - Baseline: Prior 
activities undertaken (or - Questionnaires to providing the 
planned) in which NGOs first grant 
and Mahalla Committees - Impact: At end 
work collaboratively to ofMIP 
solve community needs 

1 These are suggestions-each method could be used individually or supported by the use of another method Additional methods may also be considered. 
2 "Constituency" is taken to mean community or neighbourhood constituency 
3 A few months prior to completion ofMIP 

----
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Attachment 5 - Evaluation Framework 

Objective General Indicator Specific Indicator Possible When Who 
Methods! 

The extent to which the Number of projects funded 
partnership between the under the Mahalla 
NGO and MahalIa Initiative that are 
Committees is effective "successfully" completed 

as measured by: 

- the project was planned, - Pocket Chart - Impact: 1-3 
and implemented jointly by - Discussions months after 
the NGO and Mahalla - NGO narrative project is 
Committee reports completed 

- Post-project 
lessons learnt 
workshops 

- the NGO and Mahalla -Pocket Chart - Impact: 1-3 
Committee were able to -Discussions months after 
fulfill their respective roles -NGO narrative project is 
and responsibilities reports completed 

- the project was completed -Discussions - Impact: 1-3 
according to the proposed - NGO narrative months after I 

time frame reports project is 
completed 

-----

4 Depends on the nature of the project 

Ij? 
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Objective General Indicator Specific Indicator Possible When Who 
Methods! 

the MahalIa Committee - Discussions - Impact: 1-3 
met it's community - NGO narrative months I after 
contribution reports project is 

completed 

- the project met its -Discussions - Impact: 3 or 
intended impact (especially with more months4 

beneficiary after project is 
groups) groups completed 
- NGO narrative 
reports 

- Number of additional - Community -Impact: 3 
activities (or proposed Action Plans months after 
future plans) to work - Discussions project is 
collaboratively in solving completed 
community needs 

2. To foster the The extent to which - Increased level of - Discussions, - Baseli~e: Prior 
transformation of the citizens lobby for change at participation of at least one observation to providing the 
MahalIa Committees into different levels commission at MahalIa first grant 
effective two-way conduits Committee meetings - Impact: During 
for dialogue between project and 3 
citizens and government months after 

project is 
completed 

I 
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Attachment 5 - Evaluation Framework 

Objective General Indicator 
I 

Specific Indicator Possible When Who 
Methods l 

- Increased participation of - Discussions - Baseline: Prior 
Hokimiat or other to providing the 
government representatives first grant 
in mahalla meetings - Impact: 3 

months after 
project is 
completed 

- Increased responsiveness - Discussions -Baseline: Prior 
of Hokimiat representatives to providing the 
to requests from MahalIa first grant 
Committees - Impact: 3 

months after 
project is 
completed 

3. To establish sustainable The extent to which the - Increase in activities - Community Baseline: Prior to 
collaborative linkages value of the NGO-Mahalla (other than the initial Action Plans providing the 
between NGOs and Committee partnership is MahalIa Initiative grant) - Discussions first grant 
Makhalla Committees in he appreciated by each party jointly planned and, - Pocket Chart - Impact: At end 
framework of social implemented by NGOs and ofMIP 
partnerships MahalIa Committees 

- Number of joint NGO- Discussions - Baseline: Prior 
MahalIa Committee to providing the 
activities undertaken with first grant 
increased community - Impact: At end 
contributions or using ofMIP 
local only local resources 

~ 
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Attachment 6 - Baseline Data 

BASELINE DATA 

In order to measure the impact of any program, one needs to be able to compare the situation 
from before the program began with the one that emerges after the program has been 
implemented. Information gathered from before the program began is called baseline data. 

A variety of different methods-such as group discussions, questionnaires, specific participatory 
tools, observation--can be used to gather both the baseline data and the post-program data. It 
will be up to the MIP to decide how best to gather the data-which methods best fit the data 
gathering needs and the general approach of the program. 

One important consideration in gathering the data is to decide on what the minimum data needs 
are and to gather only that data. There is often a temptation to gather too much data just in case it 
is needed and this often leads to frustration on the behalf of those from whom data is being 
gathered, too much staff time devoted to gathering information and too much data, much of 
which is never used. 

Below is a draft of information that might be useful to gather as baseline data. It is drawn 
directly from the current draft evaluation framework. How and when it is gathered will need to 
be decided once the evaluation framework has been fmalised. Depending on the methods chosen 
for gathering the data, it may be valuable to add qualitative questions, such as why something did 
or did not happen. These more qualitative questions can also be asked at a later date-as NGOs 
and MahalIa Committees look back on the pre-MIP activities-again depending on method 
chosen for collecting the data. Also, important to gathering the baseline data is developing a 
system for recording and later analysing the data. This will need to be developed once the 
baseline data needs and approaches for gathering the information have been finalised. 

Draft Baseline Data Needs for the l\IITP 

ForNGOs 
1. NGO activities with MahalIa Committees prior to MIP funding: 

• What 
• Howmany 
• Roles ofNGO and MahalIa Committees in each activity (i.e., how ''jointly'' undertaken 

was each activity?) 

2. For NGOs which have prior experience with MahalIa Committees: 
• Beneficiary group for each activity 
• Use of community contributions for each activity-what, how much etc.? 
• Use of other local resources for each activity-what, how much etc.? 
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Attachment 6 - Baseline Data 

For Mahalla Committees 
3. :Mahalla COlrllT..ittee activities with-NGOs prior to MIP funding: 

• What 
• Howmany 
• Roles of Mahalla Committee and NGOs in each activity (i.e., how ''jointly'' undertaken 

was each activity?) 

4. For Mahalla Committees which have prior experience with NGOs: 
• Beneficiary group for each activity 
• Use of community contributions for each activity-what, how much etc.? 

• Use of other local resources for each activity-what, how much etc.? 

5. Participation of commissions in the Mahalla Committee meetings: 
• Which commissions (probably focusing on the three that are highlighted in the selection 

criteria) 
• How often 
• How active is the participation (i.e., what does participation mean?) 

6. Prior to the MIP, involvement ofHokimat or other government representatives in Mahalla 
Committee meetings: 

• Who 
• Howoften 
• For what purpose 

7. Prior to the :MIP, sociaVdevelopment requests taken to the Hokimat 

• What 
• Howoften 
• Results 
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Attachment 7 - J. Yudelman Consulting Report 

Draft 
The Mahalla Initiative Program 

Consultancy Report 

Jane Yudelman 
January, 2000 
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Determining the Scope of Work 

This consultancy was undertaken from 13-24 December, 1999. The main objective of the 
assignment was to review the progress made since September on the MahalIa Initiative Program 
(MIP) and, based on that, work with staff on key areas that needed addressing before 
implementation of the MIP begins in January, 2000. 

Through a series of discussions with Counterpart staff, the following tasks were identified for 
this consultancy: 

1. Revising and updating the six month work plan that had been drafted in September, 1999 
2. Determining criteria for selecting MahalIa Committees and NGOs 
3. Developing the grant-making mechanism 
4. Designing a framework for monitoring and evaluating the MIP 
5. Reviewing and adapting the organisational structure, especially of the NGO Support Centres, 

to reflect the MIP activities 

While each ofthe above mentioned areas was addressed during this short consultancy, many of 
the outputs are still considered to be draft and will need to be fmalised in January. 

Additionally, due the open-ended nature ofthe assignment, a number of other programmatic and 
institutional issues emerged throughout the consultancy. These were addressed, wherever 
possible, or forwarded to appropriate Counterpart staff in the region or Washington DC for 
advice or decisions. A number ofthese issues are still being addressed and will need to be 
resolved in January to ensure the smooth implementation ofthe MIP. 

Methodology 

All tasks were planned and undertaken in close collaboration with the Deputy Director and the 
new Program Director. Additionally, input from the Tashkent-based MIP staff and staff of the 
three NGO Support Centres helped shaped the outputs listed below. The major venue for 
involving the MIP staff was a workshop conducted in Tashkent from 16-19 December with one 
remaining session being conducted on the afternoon of23 December. The following staff 
participated: the Deputy Director, Program Director, the NGO Support Centre Manager, the 
Grant Manager, the MIP Coordinator, one person from each of the three participating NGO 
Support Centres and the consultant. Additionally, a second person from each NGO Support 
Centre participated in the final session of 23 December. 

Outputs 

1. The Six Month Work Plan (Attachment 1) 
The six month work plan that had been developed in September, 1999 was reviewed and revised 
by all staff. Aside from changing the dates-moving the start-up month from October to January 
and changing all subsequent dates-a few additional tasks or steps were added. The most notable 
of these is the inclusion of trial projects to be funded in March-April. It is anticipated that about 
6 trial projects with NGOs already known to Counterpart will be identified and funded during 

2 
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this period. The trial projects will create a learning base for Counterpart, NGOs and Mahalla 
Committees and based on the findings, Counterpart will be able to refine the approach or support 
being delivered through the MIP. (To facilitate this learning process a workshop lis planned for 
all participating NGOs and Mahalla Committees at the completion ofthese trial projects to 
discuss successes and problems encountered.) Additionally, these trial projects should serve to 
make the MIP more visible at an earlier stage to NGOs, MahalIa Committees, USAID and other 
interested parties. 

2. The Detailed January-February Work Plan (Attachment 2) 
This details the specific tasks that need to be undertaken within the first 2 months of 
implementation and identifies who is responsible for each task. Many of the outputs drafted in 
this consultancy will be discussed and finalised during the "start-up" meeting scheduled for 26-
27 January. This meeting will also be used to review general progress made and problems 
encountered by the NGO Support Centres, as well as to develop a specific work plan for March
April. 

3. Criteria for Selecting MahalIa Committees and NGOs (Attachment 3) 
The criteria for selecting MahalIa Committees and NGOs are clustered around six broad themes, 
listed in order of priority. These are: a) organisational status; b) experience; c) leadership; d) 
participation; e) resources; and f) training. The specific criteria within each of these six themes 
are also listed in order of priority. 

The themes and criteria have been prioritised because it is generally recognised that it will not be 
possible to identify a wide range of MahalIa Committees and NGOs meeting all of the desired 
criteria-and that Mahalla Committees and NGOs that do not meet all the criteria but exhibit 
potential should also be targeted in the MIP. The list of criteria, therefore, is intended as a guide 
rather than a hard and fast set of rules. Also, as the program continues and Counterpart and the 
NGOs become more familiar with Mahalla Committees the criteria may be amended. 

The first set of criteria for NGOs and Mahalla Committees listed under "Organisational Status" 
is considered to be of prime importance. ForNGOs-representing a divergence from 
Counterpart's already existing funding criteria-the prime is the criterion that an NGO must 
either be registered or have documentation from the Ministry of Justice indicating that it is in the 
process of registering. This has been included because MahalIa Committees reportedly are 
questioning the legitimacy ofNGOs wishing to work in their mahallas. The use ofthis criterion 
still needs to be tested and it may be that its importance is diminished as Mahalla Committees 
become more familiar with the work ofNGOs in general or as NGOs become more skilled at 
representing themselves to MahalIa Committees and other relevant government structures. 

For MahalIa Committees under this same theme is the criterion that a MahalIa Committee must 
have a minimum of one of the following commissions formed and functioning: the Women's 
Commission, the Youth Commission, or the Invalid's Commission. Counterpart's research 
highlights the fact that MahalIa Chairmen are, for the most part, already over-extended with 
existing responsibilities. Realistically this means that NGO projects will need to be implemented 

I This workshop will be a regular feature of the MIP and will be planned to coincide with clusters of projects that are 
completed at more or less the same time. 
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together with a functioning commission that is aware of development issues affecting potential 
beneficiary groups. These three commissions2 represent the commissions most closely aligned 
with the development (as opposed to a social welfare) nature of the intended NGO-Mahalla 
Committee projects to be funded under the MIP. 

4. The Grant-making Mechanism (Attachment 4) 
The size of grant will be awarded according to the level of experience the NGO and/or MahalIa 
Committee has in planning and implementing community activities. For those with a proven 
track record grants up to $5,000 will be awarded. For those with no previous experience awards 
will not exceed $1,000. These smaller grants, while giving new NGOs an opportunity to gain 
valuable experience, will also help Counterpart assess the sincerity and potential of these new 
organisations, and to identify their training needs. 

Grants will be considered for all types of activities that promote the objectives ofthe MIP. 
However, projects that address the following will be given priority: a) income-generation or job 
skills development; b) social services for disadvantaged groups; c) gender considerations; d) 
basic community infrastructure; and e) health. These priority areas may still be amended pending 
the results of needs assessments exercises which will be undertaken soon after the MIP is 
officially launched. 

In the MIP a new dimension will be added to Counterpart's already existing project selection and 
approval process. This is the creation of a Project Selection Committee in each ofthe NGO 
Support Centres. This committee-which will consist of two NGO Support Centre staff and 
three outside resource people-will review and recommend funding action on proposals 
received. These recommendations will be taken to the Tashkent-based Project Approval 
Committee for final funding decisions. 

It is currently anticipated, once funding is approved, that contracts will be prepared and funds 
released within two weeks. This time frame may need to be reviewed, but the general intention is 
to release the funds as soon as possible. 

The review of the initial trial projects will take place in Tashkent with the participation ofthe 
NGO Support Centre staff since they are new to this process. This joint meeting will be 
structured to meet both the funding objectives and the training needs ofthe staff. 

The Kokand and Nukus NGO Support Centres raised concerns that the addition of outside 
resource people to each NGO Support Centre Project Select Committee might introduce 
opportunities for bribery into the process. It is unclear whether this is a real or imagined threat, 
but can be avoided by careful selection of resource people, rotating resource people every 3 or 4 
meetings, developing very tight criteria for reviewing proj ects, and leaving the final funding 
decisions in the hands of the Tashkent-based Project Approval Committee. 

2 Mahalla Committees are required to establish 10 commissions of their own choice. Given this, it is conceivable 
that Mahalla Committees might create commissions other than these three (which are very commonly found) that 
also meet the intended spirit of this criterion. 
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Another new dimension added to the funding process is the requirement that MahalIa 
Committees mobilise community contributions that, at a minimum, meet 10% ofthe project 
budget. While these contributions may be in cash or in-kind (labour, materials, equipment, etc.), 
it is anticipated that they will generally be made in-kind. For NGOs, it is expected that the grant 
should generally cover no more than 10% of the operational costs, which is considerably less 
than is allowed in Counterpart's current grant program. 

5. Monitoring (Attachment 5) 
A draft framework, which identifies the key areas that need to be monitored throughout the MIP, 
was developed by the Deputy Director, the Program Director and the consultant. The framework 
is divided into monitoring needs at the project level, NGO Support Centre level and the program 
level. It also suggests who should be responsible for the monitoring at each ofthe different 
levels. This framework still needs to reviewed, discussed and fi:t;lalised with the remaining MIP 
staff during the start-up meeting in January. 

Developing tools and a process for collecting the information will be essential to establishing an 
effective monitoring system. The first step in this process will be a review ofthe information 
gathering, recording and reporting system currently used by Counterpart. Wherever possible this 
will be adapted to fit the needs of the MIP and where necessary the MIP staff and Grant Manager 
will develop new tools and systems. 

6. Evaluation (Attachment 6) 
A draft framework for evaluating the MIP was also developed during this consultancy. This 
framework presents the general and specific indicators are for each of the three objectives listed 
in the MIP proposal. While workshop participants contributed their ideas to the list of indicators, 
this framework still needs to be reviewed and finalised with all MIP staff in the January start-up 

-- meeting. 'fr.J.s is pfu-ttcularly important as there appears to be some variation in understanding of 
the objectives, as well as what realistically can be achieved through a program such as this. Once 
the indicators are frnalised3

, the MIP team will need to determine: a) the methods of collecting, 
and recording the data; b) who should be involved in the process; and c) at points in the MIP data 
should be gathered. To complete the system, it will also be important to establish levels of 
change expected to be achieved for each ofthe specific indicators. 

In order to measure the impact of the MIP, adequate baseline will need to be collected before an 
NGO-Mahalla Committee project is funded. To this end, a set of questions to be answered by 
NGOs and Mahalla Committees is being prepared by the consultant. These questions may then 
be used to develop a questionnaire or to guide discussions with NGOs and MahalIa Committees. 

While the tools for the evaluation still need to be developed, it seems likely and most fitting
given that the MIP focuses on transforming relationships and processes-that they, for the most 
part, be qualitative in nature. Qualitative information gathered on each project can then be 
tabulated to produce quantitative data. 

3 In September, 1999 Sean Roberts, while encouraging Counterpart to make necessary changes in the indicators and 
evaluation system, indicated that the new system would need to be sent to USAID for approval. This will need to be 
done as soon after completion as possible. 
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7. The MIP Organisational Structure (Attachment 8) 
A visual representation of the working relationships for the MIP is presented in Attachment 8. 
Since the hiring ofMIP-related staff earlier this year, two titles have been changed to be more 
clearly aligned with their responsibilities. The previously designated MahalIa Coordinator 
(Akmal Roustamov) is now designated as the NGO Support Centre Manager. This position 
manages and coordinates the activities of the NGO Support Centres as a whole. The former Field 
Coordinator position (Greg Stephenson) is now called the MahalIa Initiative Program 
Coordinator and focuses specifically on MIP-related activities ofthe support centres. 

Additionally, the NGO Support Centres (specifically Kokand and Nukus) are in the process of 
restructuring their responsibilities. It was agreed that both centres will hire one additional person 
as Program Assistant4 and that one of the two already existing coordinators will be designated 
the point person for the MIP. It was also agreed that one ofthese two people will become Team 
Leader for the NGO Support Centre. The Team Leader will have the additional responsibilities 
of coordinating NGO Support Centre activities and providing synthesised reports to the Tashkent 
office. Decisions concerning the choice of each Team Leader will be made within January, as 
will fmalisation of the roles and responsibilities of each team member. 

The NGO Support Centre in Bukhara, which is an independent NGO, has opted not to hire an 
additional person. Instead it will realign the roles and responsibilities of existing staffto support 
the activities of the MIP. One or two senior staff members will be designated as the MIP point 
person(s) for communication with Counterpart. The details of this arrangement will be worked 
when the Program Director visits the centre in January. 

The organisational chart and the newly proposed NGO Support Centre structure emphasise the 
fact that while the MIP is new, it is seen as an extension of existing activities and as such needs 
to be integrated into, rather than separated from, ongoing efforts. 

8. Miscellaneous 
At the time of the consultancy a number of institutional issues-all having direct bearing on the 
implementation of the MIP-were raised. These are listed below together with plans developed 
to address each issue. 

• The Finance Manager has expressed concerns about handling a fourth grant and has 
requested an assistant for the duration ofthe MIP. Action: Discussions concerning this have 
been initiated with Bob Abma. 

• In order for the Program Assistant (Gulia Salimova) to be able to give the necessary amount 
oftime (33-50%) to the MIP, she will need to be freed up from some of her current 
responsibilities in logistics. Action: A review of current job responsibilities will be conducted 
by the Deputy Director in January and specific tasks will be assigned to other appropriate 

4 General qualifications-including preference for a female to help bring gender balance to the support centres-for 
this position were identified during the workshop. Each NGO Support Centre will send 3-5 resumes of potential 
candidates to the Deputy Director and the Program Director before 14th January, 2000. Candidates will be 
interviewed and selected during visits to the support centres, which are scheduled for the the week of 14-21 January. 
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Counterpart staff. In the event that this does not free up enough time, other solutions-such 
as hiring an additional person-may need to be considered. 

• A detailed job description for the Program Director's position needs to be developed. Action: 
The Program Director, Regional Director and the Acting Director will discuss specific job 
responsibilities in January and a detailed job description will be drawn up. 

• While the NGO Support Centre in Bukhara has been assisting Counterpart since September, 
1999, it still does not have a contract. Action: A contract covering activities undertaken since 
September will be drawn up and signed by mid-January. 

• One coordinator (Bakhodir Umarkhanov) in the Kokand NGO Support Centre completed his 
trial period in September, 1999, but has not received a his subsequent contract and 
concomitant pay raise. Action: A contract will be drawn up in early January and he will 
receive his pay raise retroactively. 

• All support centres are requesting new computers to accommodate the MIP. Action: The 
NGO Support Centre Manager will visit each support centre to review current use of 
computers and will determine whether additional computers may be needed, and if so, how 
many. 

• The Kokand NGO Support Centre needs additional office space. A potential new site has 
been located. Action: Deputy Director and Program Director will visit the new building in 
January and if it seems appropriate, a rental agreement will be drawn up in January or 
February. 

General Comments 

With the new Program Director being hired and orientated to the MIP and with the foundations 
for the program being shaped together with Counterpart staff during this conSUltancy, 
implementation of the MIP can begin in earnest in January, 2000. By the end ofthe first six 
months of program implementation all of the important program processes should be 
institutionalised. Listed below are a few points that should be considered for the successful 
implementation of the MIP. 

Training Issues 
1. Training, in combination with small grants, is the heart of the MIP. The quality of training is 

therefore of great importance to the success of this program. During the MIP, most ofthe 
training will be provided through TOTs-training trainers to train NGOs and Mahalla 
Committees. It is well-known that the quality of training as it passes through the TOT chain 
can and does become diluted. Given this, it will be important to develop a system to monitor 
the quality and impact of training conducted at alllevels5

• The results from monitoring 
training should help to further refine training or lead to the creation of new offerings. 

5 Counterpart does not have such a system developed for the training that it currently provides and what emerges 
through the MIP might serve as a useful model for Counterpart's other training offerings. 
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2. Training of Counterpart staff is not explicitly part of the MIP. However, in order to 
successfully implement the MIP, certain skills and capacities of staff-in particular at the 
NGO Support Centre level-need to be developed. A training needs assessment for staff has 
been built into the six month work plan (and will continue throughout the life of the MIP) 
and this should guide the training needs of staff vis-a-vis their responsibilities. A few areas in 
which training will be needed are already obvious at this early stage of the MIP. These 
include training to develop and/or refine skills in the following areas: 

• Project Design and Proposal Writing. The NGO Support Centre staff will be taking on a new 
role in the MIP, that of reviewing proposals and making funding recommendations. In order 
to do this effectively they will need to understand what constitutes a good project design and 
how a good design is translated into a solid proposal with a well-prepared budget6

. 

• Monitoring and Evaluation. In the past the Grants Manager has played the most significant 
role in monitoring and evaluating projects funded by Counterpart. While he will be involved 
in monitoring and evaluating projects funded under the MIP, the NGO Support Centre staff 
will be much more actively involved in this function than they previously have been. 
Additionally, some of the Tashkent-based MIP staff are also new to the concepts of 
monitoring and evaluation:-Based on these facts, training in monitoring and evaluation will 
be very useful to the MIP staff. 

• Facilitation and Communication. These are generic skills that will be useful to many ofthe 
activities undertaken in the MIP. The need for training in this area emerged from discussions 
with MIP staff concerning information gathering and interviewing techniques. Important to 
this training will be building skills in how one asks questions to elicit the most useful 
information. Facilitation and communication skills will be particularly useful for: dialogues 
with MahalIa Committees (many of whom will not be familiar with the NGO Support 
Centres and staff feel may be reluctant to enter into discussions); monitoring and evaluating 
the progress ofprojects and the nature of the relationships established between the NGOs and 
MahalIa Committees; and facilitating the lessons learnt sessions that will be conducted on a 
regular basis for groups ofNGOs and MahalIa Committees who have completed MIP-funded 
activities. 

3. An important dimension to the training ofNGO Support Centre staffwill be opportunities to 
learn first hand from each other. Built into the program are bimonthly meetings for staff to 
be held at the support centres on a rotational basis. However, in addition to this the NGO 
Support Centre staff should be encouraged to visit and participate in the work of each other's 
support centres. Similarly, to increase their understanding ofNGOs, staff should be 
encouraged to spend more time with individual NGOs in their offices and field activities. 

4. Initial training needs for NGOs and Mahalla Committees will be identified within the first 3 
months ofthe MIP. This process, however, will continue throughout the life of the MIP, and 
the results will be used to inform the development of new training or adaptation of old 
training modules. At this time, while many suggestions abound for training modules, two that 

6 As part of the training in grant review, the fust round for reviewing grants will take place in Tashkent, under the 
guidance of the Deputy Director and the Program Director. 
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could have a significant impact on strategies for solving community problems are listed 
below. 

• Refining the Participatory Community Appraisal Training. Counterparts current training in 
this area provides participants with a "menu" of useful tools from which to select for use in 
the communities. This module needs to be developed further to provide an overall process for 
community appraisal-one that lays out an appropriate sequencing of tools to be used and 
how the information feeds into the bigger picture of solving community problems. 

• Developing a Community Action Planning Module. A new module (or an extension of the 
Participatory Community Appraisal module) to show how the results of the appraisal 
activities can be shaped into a Community Action Plan needs to be developed. 

Strategy Issues 
1. The MIP was developed as a one year program. There is general recognistion by all involved 

in the implementation of the program that this time frame needs to be extended if the 
program is going to be effective. At the very least it seems highly unlikely that Counterpart 
will be able to disburse all ofthe grant funds within one year. Instead of waiting until the 
year is near completion to request a no-cost extension, the decision was made during this 
consultancy to assume that the program is a two year program (October,1999 being the start
up date) and plan activities accordingly. This pre-emptive move allows for better planning 
and a more effective program. The Program Director and Deputy Director will need to 
initiate discussions and secure permission early in 2000 with USAID concerning this no-cost 
extension. 

2. While this program focuses on developing effective partnerships between MahalIa 
Committees and NGOs, it is also important to remember that these partnerships are 
established to help solve community problems. To this end, through the MIP, NGOs and 
Mahalla Committees should be orientated towards developing Community Action Plans. 
These plans frame community problems in terms of what can be solved in the short, medium 
and long term and which of the solutions can be undertaken by the Mahalla Committee and 
community alone, and which require additional support from NGOs, government, businesses 
or other external sources. By introducing the use of Community Action Plans community 
strategies for solving community problems that extend well beyond the life ofthe MIP will 

---- --- - -- ----- be developed. 

3. MIP-funded projects will require that Mahalla Committees mobilise a minimum of 10% 
community contribution as a match towards the funds requested from Counterpart. Since 
projects funded under the MIP are intended to promote partnership between the MahalIa 
Committees and the NGOs, it was decided that as much of the funding as possible should go 
towards activities-that generally NGOs should not be allowed to use more than 10% (which 
is a considerable reduction from what is allowed under Counterpart's other program) of the 
budget for operational costs. Opinions were divided as to whether NGOs would be willing to 
participate in the MIP with such a low percentage going towards operational costs. Given the 
short duration of projects (3-6 months) and the fact that these grants are intended to promote 
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effective partnerships, while the actual percentage might eventually need to vary according to 
the nature of the project that emerge, the spirit of this requirement should be maintained. 

4. Related to the above point, Counterpart needs to be alert to the fact that MahalIa Committees 
may not be happy with this arrangement-having to provide a contribution, while NGOs 
receive support for their operations. It was suggested that NGOs not share proposal budgets 
with their partner MahalIa Committees as a way of avoiding this potential problem from 
emerging. This solution seems somewhat contradictory to an objective of the MIP-the 
creation of effective partnerships between NGOs and MahalIa Committees. Whether this is 
or is not the route that Counterpart chooses to take, it is clear that more discussion on this 
topic is needed. 

10 
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SPECIRC DATES AND DEADLINES FOR THE MAHALLA INITIATIVE PROJECT 
FOR DECEMBER. JANUARY. AND FEBRUARY 

DUE DATE TASK TO BE COMPLETED 
Dec. 23 NuUt)l; Structure developed. 
Dec. 30 Basic infor (Goals, objectives and information) about the MIP developed. 
Jan. 10 MIP Basic Information about MIP submitted for translation into 3 languages 
Jan. 12 Job descriptions of MIP staff completed and sent to the NGOSCs. 
Jan. 14-21 Murali to visit Nukus and Bukhara NGOSCs. David and Murali will visit Kokand NGOSC. 

Interview candidates, then hire one for the Program Assistant position in each NGOSC. 
Investigate potential NGOSC (Kokand) office site location. 

Jan. 26 List of NGOs that already work with the NGOSCs (Based upon our criteria) developed. 
Look for new Trainers (select new ones ASAP) for TOT on training methodology. 
Develop a report system for the NGOSCs. 
Develop a database framework of the NGOs and Mahallas. 

Jan. 25 Translation completed of MIP Basic Information. 
Jan. 26-27 NGOSC meetina in Tashkent. 
Feb. 1 Begin collection of information for the mahallaiNGO database file. 

Begin disemmination of basic MIP (Developed in January). 
Feb. 7 Begin to identify and develop need assessment tools for NGOs and Mahalia Committees. 
Feb. 7-28 IConduct Needs Assessment for staff training and planned training. 
Feb. 15 Application Form and grant criteria finished and translated into 3 languages. 

Begin identifying potential trial projects. 
Feb. 24 Grant mechanism completed. 

Monitoring and Evaluation system completed. 
Feb. 28 Joint Meetina with Senior Staff and NGOSC staff in Bukhara 
TBA TOT on Training Methodology for contract trainers and CC staff. 

Attachment 2: Detailed Work Plan for January-February 

RESPONSIBLE 
PERSONS 
MIP Staff 
Grea 
Grea 
Murali, Lola 
Murali, Lola, David 

NGOSC Staff 
Lola. Dina 
Murali, Grea 
Murali, Greg 
Translators 
MIP Staff 
NGOSC Staff 

Murali 
Murali, Lola 
Murali and Trnsltrs 
NGOSCs 
Murali 
Murali and Lola 
Grea. Zoya 
Lola, Dina 
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Attachment 3: Criteria 

Criteria7 for Selecting MahalIa Committees and NGOs 

Category" MahalIa Committee" NGO 
1. Organisational Status - At least one of the following - NGO is registered or has 

commissions should be functioning: confIrmation from the Dept. of 
Youth Commission, Women's Ministry of Justice that it is in the 
Commission, or Invalids' Commission process of registering 

2. Experience - Evidence of community-level - Experience working with clients 
collective action (successful or (e.g., women, youth, communities) 
unsuccessful) such as harshar or 
community project within the last 3 - Understanding of MahalIa 
years Committees 

- Experience of working with other 
govemmentstructures 

3. Leadership - Leadership is active in responding to - Active participation of more than 
community needs one person in decision-making 

- Active women's participation in - Staff should have skills relevant to 
decision-making in MahalIa Committee project implementation 

4. Participation - Active participation of mahalla - Participation of project clients in 
inhabitants in planning activities planning activities 

-Active participation of women in 
planning activities 

5. Resources - Evidence of mahalla resources being - Evidence that NGO is trying to 
used to assist households or the mahalla mobilise resources (fmancial or 
(vs. social events) human) from more than Counterpart 

6. Training - Willingness to participate in training - Willingness to invite MahalIa 
Committee members to its training 
sessions 

7 Criteria presented here can be adapted to allow for inclusion of MahalIa Committees and NGOs that show some 
potential. For example, under Resources, if a MahalIa Committee has not had any resources for use in the mahalIa, 
we might explore how they would use resources should they be available. 

8 Categories are listed in order of priority. Points within each category are also listed in order of priority. 

9 In many cases we may be looking at the sub-committees within the MahalIa Committee, rather than the MahalIa 
Committee itself. 
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Attachment 4: Grant-making Mechanism 

MAHALLA INITIATIVE PROGRAM GRANTS 

The Grant Review Process 

1. Each NGO Support Centre will have its own Project Selection Committee. Each committee 
will consist of two members1°from the NGO Support Centre plus three outside resource 
people. The outside resource people will be determined by the NGO Support Centres 
themselves and may include representatives from donor agencies, international NGOs, other 
key resource people etc. This committee will include, at a minimum, two women. 

2. NGO Support Centre project selection meetings will be held every two months I I and should 
- -be tiinedso the Tashkent MahalIa Initiative PrograriJ. Coordinator can attend to help facilitate 

the process12
. The MahalIa Initiative ProgramCoordinator, however, will not have the right to 

vote at this leveL 

3. Each Project Selection Committee will review proposals according to the agreed upon 
guidelines and will send their recommendations to the Tashkent office by a mutually agreed 
upon date. 

4. Final funding decisions will be made by the Tashkent-based Project Approval Committee, 
which will consist of the Program Director, the Grant Manager, the MahalIa Initiative 
Program Coordinator, and the Deputy Director. 

5. This committee will also meet every two months-within one week of receiving the 
recommendations from all the Project Review Committees. 

6. One representative from each NGO Support Centre will attend the Tashkent meeting to 
present projects and provide any necessary clarifications (but not vote). 

7. Funds will dispersed to the approved NGOs within two weeks of funding approvaL 

10 For Kokand and Nukus these should be the coordinators for the MahalIa Initiative and the NGO Support 
programs. Since R1Jkh~nljs MjnJkpe_ndent organisation with its oWlLstyle of functioning, more staff might be 
included in this committee. 

11 In the case of time or season sensitive grants, Counterpart may convene additional ad hoc review and approval 
meetings. 

12 For example, Bukhara may hold its meeting in Week 1, Kokand in Week 2, and Nukus in Week 3. 
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Grant Types and Project Requirements 

Size and Types of Grants 

1. Grant awards will usually fall within the $1,000-$5,000 range. 

2. For NGOs that have had little past project experience (with Counterpart or other donors), 
grants will usually not exceed $1,000. This initial grant will be viewed as a learning grant. To 
this end the grant will allow a) the NGO to gain valuable experience in project work; b) 
Counterpart to identify areas in which the NGO might need training and technical support; 
and c) Counterpart to assess the extent to which the NGO might be considered for future 
funding should it submit additional proposals. 

In situations where the an NGO has had little past experience, but the MahalIa Committee 
with which it will be working is strong (e.g. has experience working on solving the problems 
of the deprived, exhibits good financial management), proposals for up to $5,000 will be 
considered. 

3. NGOs that are already known to Counterpart or other donors may apply for grants up to 
$5,000. Grants exceeding $5,000 will not be encouraged, but in special cases Counterpart 
may consider grants exceeding this ceiling. 

4. Counterpart will consider all proposals that meet the requirements listed below. However, 
preference will be given to those that address the following areas: a) income-generation or 
job skills development; b) social services for disadvantaged groups; c) gender considerations; 
d) basic community infrastructure; and e) health. These priority areas are subject to change 
pending the results of the needs assessment to be conducted early in 2000. 

Proposal Requirements 

1. The project objectives and design should be well-thought out, appropriate for the problem 
being addressed and realistic. 

2. The project should be appropriate to the NGO's overall organisational activities and skills. 

3. At a minimum, problem identification and analysis must be conducted jointly with the 
MahalIa Committee and NGO. 

4. The roles and responsibilities of the NGO and the MahalIa Committee should be clearly 
defined and be weighted towards participation ofthe Mahalla Committee in all major 
activities (e.g. planning, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation). 

5. The project should benefit the mostdeprived within the community. 

6. The MahalIa Committee must contribute a minimum of 10% of the budget cost in cash or in
kind. A clear description of how this will be achieved should be provided. 
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7. Operational costs for the NGOs will be agreed upon with Counterpart according to the nature 
and duration of the proposed project, but should not exceed 10% of the grant. 

8. The budget for the project should be detailed, complete, well-thought out and realistic. 

9. The project must include a realistic plan for monitoring and for measuring impact. 

10. Project activities should be planned to be completed within a maximum of 6 months of 
project start-up. 

16 
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Attachment 5: Monitoring Framework for the MahalIa Initiative Program (Draft Only) 

Project Level (Who: NGO Support Centres, MIP Coordinator, Grants Manager) 

1. Number of Projects categorised by: 
• Main beneficiary group 
• Partner NGO and number ofprojects with the MahalIa Initiative Program 
• New NGO and number of projects with the MahalIa Initiative Program 

2. Size of Grants categorised by type ofproject 

3. Project Impact 
• Success stories 
• NGO narrative reports (which should include sections on: activities completed; impact; 

process; problems encountered; recommendations vis-a-vis NGO-Mahalla Committee 
working relationships and participation 

4. Project Management categorised by: 
• Needs more training vs. Does not need more training 

5. Financial Management 
• Bookkeeping-effective vs. not effective 
• Use of resources -effective vs. not effective 
• Ability to maintain planned budget. (If changes are made, in what way did it change the 

percentage of budget used to directly benefit the target group?) 

NGO Support Centre Level (Who: MIP Coordinator and NGO Support Centre Manager) 

1. Types of Support Provided by Each Centre as categorised by 
• Information and Services (computer, email, bulletins, pamphlets, informational meetings 

etc.) 
• Programmatic Support to NGOs or MahalIa Committees (number of training sessions, 

number of consultations, number of round table discussions etc.) 

Program Level (Who: Program Director Deputy Director and Financial Officer) 

1. Progress\at project and NGO Support Centre levels (compiled fmdings) 
2. Progress according to evaluation indicators 
3. Progress according to work plans and expected results 
4. Financial activities 

17 



- - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - -Attachment 7 - J. Yudelman Consulting Report 

Attachment 6: Evaluation Framework for the MahalIa Initiative Program (Draft Only) - - -

Objective General Indicator Specific Indicator How When Who 
1. To increase the The extent to which Increase in number of 
constituency13 for NOOs mahalla inhabitants and activities undertaken 
as acknowledged MahalIa Committees jointly by NOOs and 
representatives of public become involved in NOO MahalIa Committees 
opinion and effective activities 
partners with local Increase in diversity of 
communities in beneficiary groups (youth, 
addressing self-defined women, the community as 
community needs a whole etc.) participating 

in activities undertaken 
jointly by NOOs and 
MahalIa Committees 

Number of additional 
activities undertaken (or 
planned) in which NOOs 
and MahalIa Committees 
work collaboratively to 
solve community needs 

13 "Constituency" is taken to mean community or neighbourhood constituency 
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Objective General Indicator Specific Indicator How When Who 

The extent to which the Number of projects funded 
partnership between the under the MahalIa 
NGO and Mahalla Initiative that are 
Committees is effective "successfully" completed 

as measured by: 

the project was planned, 
and implemented jointly by 
the NGO and Mahalla 
Committee 

the NGO and Mahalla 
Committee were able to 
fulfill their respective roles 
and responsibilities 

the project was completed 
according to the proposed 
time frame 

the MahalIa Committee 
met it's community 
contribution 

I 

the project met its intended 
impact 

Number of additional 
activities (or proposed 
future plans) to work 
collaboratively in solving 
community needs 

~ 19 
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Objective General Indicator Specific Indicator How When Who 
2. To foster the The extent to which Increased level of 
transformation of the citizens lobby for change at participation of at least one 
MahalIa Committees into different levels commission at MahalIa 
effective two-way conduits Committee meetings 
for dialogue between 
citizens and government Increased participation of 

Hokimiat or other 
government representatives 
in mahalla meetings 

Increased responsiveness 
of Hokimiat representatives 
to requests from MahalIa 
Committees 

3. To establish sustainable The extent to which the Increase in activities (other 
collaborative linkages value of the NGO-Mahalla than the initial MahalIa 
between NGOs and Committee partnership is Initiative grant) jointly 
Makhalla Committees in he appreciated by each party planned and, implemented 
framework of social by NGOs and Mahalla 
partnerships Committees 

Number of joint NGO-
Mahalla Committee 
activities undertaken with 
increased community i 

contributions or using 
I 

local only local resources 

-_. __ ._---
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I Attachment 7 - J. Yudelman Consulting Report 

I Attachment 7: MIP Organisational Structure 

I ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR THE MAHALLA INITIATIVE PROGRAM (MIP) 

I CC Country Director 

1;S 
b'2..~ ,~~j.1~:, 

I I I 
I Program Director .... CC Deputy Director 

I I 

I I I 
Program MIP Coordinator --------------:.:. NGOSC Manager 
Assistant I 

I I I 

I 
NGOSC (Bukhara) NGOSC (Kokand) NGOSC (Nukus) 

I 
Note: MIP (Mahalia In~ialive Program) 

NGOSC (NorrGovemmental Organizatioin Support Center) 
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